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To date the LCMS regrettably has not been able to take part in
any further meetings of this dialogue.
2. Lutheran-Orthodox

The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod was also a part of the
Lutheran-Orthodox Dialogue since its beginning in 1983. The
LCMS participated in two rounds of discussion from 1983 to 1991.
Representatives of the co-sponsoring churches (LCMS, Dr.
Nafzger) met.in New York in April 1991 to plan a new round of
discussions. Consensus was reached to recommend a new round of
U.S.A. discussions to begin in 1993, with "ecclesiology" and
"models of unity" as topics on the agenda.
In a letter dated August 24, 1993, Dr. William Rusch, director
of the ELCA's Division of Ecumenical Affairs, informed Dr.
Nafzger that "the Standing Commission of Canonical Orthodox
Bishops had decided at this time to pursue an ELCA-Orthodox dialogue." In response to this development President Barry wrote to
Dr. Milton Efthimiou, ecumenical officer of the Greek Orthodox
Archdiocese in New York, requesting clarification of their intentions and expressing the desire on the part of the LCMS to continue
dialoguing with the Orthodox either with or without the ELCA.
After considerable discussion of this whole matter, the CTCR at its
September 1993 meeting adopted two resolutions encouraging
President Barry "to pursue the possibility of bilateral dialogues
with other churches, building on previous efforts of which the
LCMS was a part" and pledging "its fullest cooperation on this
matter" and indicating its desire to "do everything it possibly can to
help President Barry achieve this end."
· To date the LCMS regrettably has not been able to participate in
further discussions of the Lutheran-Orthodox Dialogue.
.
C. National Association of Evangelicals

The LCMS is not a member of 'the National Association of
Evangelicals (NAE). The executive director of the CTCR, however, attends the annual meetings of the NAE and reports to the
CTCR. The NAE met in Orlando, Florida, March 7-8, 1993, and at
Dallas/Ft. Worth March 6-8, 1994. The 1995 convention will be
at Louisville, Kentucky, March 5-7.
D. National Council of Churches

'I

The LCMS is not a member of the National Council of
Churches. On the recommendation of the CTCR, however, the executive director participates in the NCC's Faith and Order Working
Group as a representative from a µonmember church body.
E. World Council of Churches

The eighth assembly of the World Council of Churches was
held in Santiago, Spain, on August 3-15, 1993. For tlie first time in
30 years the Faith and Order Commission of the WCC convened at
this assembly. Dr. Nafzger, who was invited to participate in this
assembly, was unable to attend.
Richard G. Kapfer, Chainnan
Samuel H. Nafzger, Executive Director

Notes
I. It should be noted, however, that even in the case of proven
adultery forgiveness of a past act does not necessarily
eliminate this act as a .basis for Scriptural grounds for
divorce. While it is assumed that "Christian spouses will seek
the healing of a broken marriage through the power of
forgiveness" (Divorce and Remarriage, p. 38), it is also
possible that "such effor~s [may] fail," in which case "the
spouse suffering such wrong may without burden of
conscience obtain a divorce and remarry" (Divorce. and
Remarriage, p. 38). A distinction must be maintained
between forgiveness and the potential temporal consequences
of sinful acts.
.
2. Typically, the president as paterfamilias of the college,
. conducted the entirety of every chapel' service, acting in loco
parentis. Today, some people may perceive campus as an
"extended family devotion," similar to that conducted in the
home.

3. The entire opinion of the CTCR on this issue in its document
Women in the Church is attached as an addendum.
4. On the basis of those statements of Scripture which direct
women to be silent in the church and which prohibit them to
teach and to exercise authority over men (1 Cor. 14:33-35;
1 Tim. 2:11-12), the Synod has consistently taken the
position "that women ought not to hold the pastoral office or
serve in any other capacity involving the distinctive functions
of this office" (1969 Res. 2-17; cf. 1971 Res. 2-04; 1977 Res.
3-15; 1986 Res. 3-09; 3-10; 1989 Res. 3-14). In addition at
its 1989 convention the Synod, in addressing appropr/ate
roles for women and men in worship, affirmed that the
following are included among the distinct functions to be
exercised by the pastor: "(I) preaching in the services of the
congregation; (2) leading the formal public services of
worship; (3) the public administration of the sacraments· and
(4) the public admi!1istration ?f the Office of the Keys" (i989
Res .. 3-~4). In .this r~s.olut10n the Synod made specific
appl.1cat1on of its pos1t1on on the pastoral office and the
service of women to the practice of permitting laypersons to
· read the .scriptures in public worship, urging "that the
~ongreg~t1ons o~ t~e Synod P:O~eed with care and sensitivity
rn ?Jakmg dec1s!~ns per.~1ttrn.g t~e lay reading of the
Scnptures, recogmzmg dec1S1ons m this regard lie in the area
of Christian judgment" (1989 Res. 3-14). It should be noted
that. the CTCR currently has under consideration questions
concerning the specific application of the Synod's position
on the pastoral office and the service of women in public
worship.,
Appendix R3-01A

Racism and the Church
A Dissenting Opinion

Parts 2 and 3 of Racism and the Church contain powerful and
eloquent reminders that God is no respecter of persons and that the
Church in her proclamation and practice must always make that
clear. ~o ?ne should think that this minority report is meant to deny
these ~1bltcal truths. Part l, however, is confusing, misleading, and
sometimes wrong. Moreover, by adopting a sociological analysis
of c?ntemporary society, the m~jority ?f the CTCR has stepped
outside of its own area of expertise and mto one where it does not
really belong.
l. First of all, the document is confusing because of its failure to
give a clear definition of racism. Instead of a theological definition
of racism, e.g., pride in one's group (family, nation, race, etc.) on
the basis of which one demeans those who belong to other gro~ps,
the. docume~t i!1sists that racism is an ideology regarding the genetic tran.sm1ss1on .of soci~l.ly r~levant qualities or abilities (pp. 9,
18). Obviously, this defimtlon 1s too narrow. The document itself
notes that the heyday of this theory was the 19th century (p. 19)
admits that it "is now publicly spumed" (p. 18), and quotes no con~
temporary proponent of it. Therefore, the document adds to its first
definiti.on a second one when it states that "racist ideology also
makes J?dgments about people's worth on the basis of their inclusion in nonbiological ... groupings," including religious sects and
cultural groups (p. 9). 1 Either definition presents problems and both
together create confusion.
Neither definition applies necessarily to the kind of behavior
that the document clearly means to indict, since people who cast
aspersions upon other races or biological groups need not be motivated by some biological theory-they may not know any biological theory. If someone characterizes a certain group as "lazy" or
"greedy," he may think that these characteristics arise from environmental factors rather than heredity. Does he therefore escape
the charge of "racism"? The document suggests yes.
· ·
Moreover, this definition seems to preclude reasonable research
into the relationship of heredity to personality, intelligence, and
other "socially relevant qualities or abilities." Is the document suggesting that such research is always out of place or only if it attempts to relate such characteristics to race and ethnicity? If the latter, why? If it is permissible to investigate such relationships in
· individuals, why is it wrong to do so in groups?
Perhaps the CTCR majority would answer that their concern is
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no.t with the ~ecognition of diffe_rences between groups but with
us1~g those d1fferenc.es to make Judgment~ regarding a "people's
social worth and their value as human beings [emphasis mine]."
Clearly, ~art.2 .sho"'.'s tha.t it is unchristian to suggest that any
human bemg 1s mfenor to another as a creature of God, as one for
whom Christ died, or as an object of Christian love. Nonetheless it
is also true that ethnic groups do exhibit characteristics that are ";o~ially relevant." Aft~r all, Paul, quoting Epimenides, advised Titus,
.Even a~ one of their own prophets has said, 'Cretans are always ·
liars, evil brutes, lazy gluttons.' This testimony is true" (Titus
1:12-13). Thomas Sowell, Ethnic America (New York: Basic
Books, 1981), has done a very fine job of demonstrating a remarkable correlat10n between the various ethnic groups that have come
to A~~rica and "socially relevant qualities or abilities." But by its
defimt10n, the CTCR seems to be saying that Sowell and Paul are
racists. This cannot be correct.
·
Expressed more theoretically, the argumentation of the CTCR
docume~t precludes n:ia~ing generalizations of any kind concerning
any social group. This itself cannot be correct as illustrated in a
recent artic!e in
Today. A piece entitled '"Pair Helps Firms
Work on D\vers1ty, (!\ionday, October 11, 1993, 4B) details the
work of Afncan-Amencans Floyd and Jacqueline Dickens, authors
~f The Bl.a~k Manag~r: Making It in the Corporate World, who
~ake. a I!,vmg by !ellmg U.S. corporations how to manage cultural
d1vers1ty. T.he article co.n~lude~ with the following paragraphs:

.U~1

)

The D1ckenses say 11 s foolish to pretend that people of different
ethnic backgrounds per~eive and react to the world the same way. The
couple uses a hypothellcal corporate project to illustrate different approaches of African-American, white and Asian-American employees.
According to the Dickenses:
. -A~rican-.Americans iend to want a general description of the proJect and mvesllgate several options for finishing it.
.-Whites. t~nd to want a precise description of the steps to bring the
proJect to frmllon.
. -As(an-Americans tend to. want a detailed description of the finished proJect, then want the proJect to perfectly match that description.
Asked if that approach is stereotypical, Jacqueline Dickens says she
~nd her h_usband rely on generalizations. "Stereotypes [sic] are fixed
images wllhout variation," she says. "Generalizations are neutral contain no value judgments and have to do with what you observe.";

The CTCR document would have to label the Dickenses approach "racist."
.
. 2. Eve~ mo_re pro?le.matic than the lack of clarity in the defini~ion of r!~1s~ 1s .the m.s1stence ~f the CTCR majority on including
cultu~ m its d!~cuss1on of racism. Race involves physiology, but
~u!tu_re 1~volves systems of symbols, ideas, beliefs, ... values" and
d1stmct1ve forms of behaviour( ... groupings, rituals, ... )" (footnot~ l~. p. 11). Clearly, "culture" is not something about which
Chnstiamty can be neutral, as the document itself admits (p. 54;
footnote 17, p. 12). Nonetheless, the document is misleading regarding culture in a couple of respects.
First of all, in spite of its indictment of American culture (the
"pervasiveness [of racism] in our time," p. 17), the document affirms the culture of other groups to such an extent that it insists that
"[the church] must 'translate' the Gospel into the idiom of that
community [into w~.ic~ it i~ introducing the Gospel]" and specifies
by way of e~ample usmg its language, art, and music" (p. 55). But
art and music of a culture almost always arise and are employed in
the context of religious beliefs and attitudes and it is incorrect to
assume that they can always be sanctified f~r Christian use. Even
language can pose serious problems for .the proclamation of the
Gospel as the "Chinese term for God" controversy demonstrates. 3
Fre9uently in Paul's ministry, what people ate created real, theol?g1c~l problems (Rom. 14; 1 Cor. 8)! Moreover, the Bible passage
cited m the document (l Cor. 9:22) to support "indigenization" of
the Gosp~l refers to Paul's ~.~havior and not to any attempt on his
part to articulate the Gospel m the cultural forms" of another community.
What the document never really addresses is the question of the
relationship of Christianity to culture. If, as the document asserts.
culture is "a blueprint within the mind by which people perceive
the world .... a group of assumptions about the world and according to which one organizes the world, defines, values, manipulates,
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and responds to that world," then Christianity must have an enormous impact upon culture, and Christians cannot be cultural relativists. Since culture is laden with beliefs and values, the CTCR
majority is only confusing the church by equating distinctions
based on culture with those based on race. Our beliefs and our behavior, our customs and our rituals, should flow from our Christian
faith. Too easy an accommodation of pagan culture by the.church
can only lead to syncretism .
In this connection, the document without a single piece of evidence cites the early efforts of the Synodical Conference to work
with African Americans as an example of "cultural racism" (footnote 84, p. 45), because the synodical fathers attempted "not only
to impart a theology, but to impose a particular cultural expression
of Christianity on black converts as though the Synod possessed
the only acceptable way of expressing the faith of Jesus." It is certainly true that in the 19th century the pastors of the Missouri
Synod did not accept the prevailing American Protestant theologies, liturgies, etc., of the South or North, black or white as adequate, but they would have contended that their reasons for rejecting them were biblical and confessional. It is unclear why the
committee thinks they were contending for "culture" rather than
God's truth.
3. Besides its definition of racism and its treatment of culture,
Racism and the Church is also deficient on account of its operating
assumption that only an egalitarian social system, in which there
are no political, social, or economic distinctions based on birth, is
Christian. Thus, for example, on page 26, the document positively
describes someone who "genuinely professes egalitarianism or
equal rights for all" and on page 31 in its discussion of integration
affirms the desirability of ~·structural participation so there is equity with respect to 'input' (institutional participation and decisionmaking) and 'outcome,' that is, all those who participate in a given
institution receive equivalent goods, services, and benefits."
Most explicitly on page 14, the draft indicts a social system with
"(l) 'patterned dominance'; (2) a stratification system with a hierarchy of superiority and inferiority; (3) 'categorical status,' that i.s,
individuals have an ascribed status regardless of what they do m
life ... ; and (4) unequal distribution of power."
But these four points are characteristic of most traditional (premodern, pre-Industrial Revolution) societies, including that of Europe all during the. ti.me th~t Christia~ity in it~ ~ariet~ of f?rm~ was
the established religion: birth determined pos1t1on. L1kew1se, m the
Roman Empire of early Christianity, rights and privileges were accorded Romans, including St. Paul, that were not availa?le toothers. And yet neither Christ nor the apostles urged c~angmg the social/political system. In fact, Jesus commanded obedience to Caesar
and Paul ordered Onesimus home to Philemon. His simply going
beyond the biblical evidence to maintain that an egalitarian social
system, which minimizes the significance of birth, is more
Christ4
ian that one that makes social distinctions based on birth.
Nor can the majority answer that since God i~ no respecter ~f
persons, an egalitarian social system like our own 1~ the only C~nstian one. God's egalitarianism is absolute, ~ut.ours 1s only ~?mm~.
since what really distinguishes modern soc1e!1es fr?m tra?1t10nal 1s
not the absence of social differences but their basis, for m~tead of
honoring birth alone, our society distributes po~er and ascribes status according to patterns and norms that permit a great d~al more
social mobility. We use things lik7 wealth, .tale~t, ed~catlon, and
personal connections as well as birth. But 1s this S?cial structure
any more Christian than a traditional one? The Scnptures have a
great deal to say about relationships within a social sy~te!11 but very
little about the organization of that syste~ and the C~nstian ~ospel
does not call for the elimination of traditional and ~1erarch1cal societies in which birth plays a much larger role than m our own.
Perhaps this assumption regarding .the Christia~ charac!er o~ an
egalitarian society accounts for a maJor problem m the h1ston~al
section, viz., the document's facile identfficatio~ of ~Iayery with
racism. If racism is a belief system regarding the mfenonty of certain races, the document should show that slave owners .held this
ideology, but it does not. First of all, as the document 1t~elf acknowledges slavery in the early 18th century (e.g., Boltzius and
Berkenmey;r, pp. 20-21) preceded the racist defenses of it that developed in the 19th when that institution was much more generally
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under attack. European society.of this earlier period was a traditional one, in which the social hierarchy was considered normal,
and the English colonies followed suit.
Significantly, none of the evidence from Lutheran sources cited
in defense· of slavery from before the Civil War resorts to racist
ideology. Thus, the quotation from the South Carolina Synod (p.
22) in defense of slavery in 1835 does not refer at all to inherent
differences between the races but rather to constitutional rights and
biblical precepts regarding slavery. C. F. W. Walther.made the
same kind of arguments.' What then is the point of this material?
That is not clear unless the CTCR majority believes that structural,
social inequality is inherently racist. Unfortunately, the biblical evidence does not sustain this position.
In conclusion, therefore, we have decided to vote against
Racism and the Church. Although we are in agreement with the
biblical principles enunciated in the.document as well as with a
number of the practical suggestions for implementing these principles in the church, we are also convinced that the biblical evidence
does not support the sociological analysis, especially in Part 1.
Problems in definition, especially the inclusion of culture, and unwarranted assumptions about social organization demonstrate the
wisdom of the CTCR's usual practice of sticking to theology. Unfortunately, that was not the case in this document.
Cameron A. MacKenzie
Ken Schurb
James W. Voelz
Norman Nagel
April 9, 1994

Appendix R3-01B
Request of Board of Regents, Concordia College, Irvine,
regarding "Questions for Theological Study
~egarding Homosexuality" 1
By way of preface to this opinion, the commission notes that a
number of the questions submitted in this request have been addressed .by the Synod in convention resolutions and by the commission in its documents Human Sexuality: A Theological Perspective and Divorce and Remarriage: An Exegetical Study. The
CTCR has therefore made use of these materials in formulating responses to the questions submitted to it.
Question 1: Over time, the Christian church has selectively
relaxed or tightened various Old Covenant laws with regard to
. their place in the Christian life. Examples include purity laws,
usury, prohibition of hybridizing plants or animals, and prohibited degrees of relationship for marriage. What are the
major/central criteria by which the church determines which
laws are binding upon Christian people, and specifically, upon
its own members? Beyond the "first use of the law" which convicts of sin, what is the place and role of specific biblical laws or
statutes in the faith, life, and discipline of members of The
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod?
CTCR Response: With regard to the first part of the question, the
Lutheran Confessions point to a distinction made in Scripture between
the moral law (summarized in "the commandments of the Decalogue")
and "the ceremonial and civil laws of Moses" (see, e.g., Ap IV 6). The
moral law is binding upon all Christians of all times, while the ceremonial and civil laws were binding only upon the Old Testament nation of
Israel. Distinguishing properly between the moral law and "the ceremonial and civil laws of Moses" requires a proper understanding and
Notes
application of the principles of interpretation contained in Scripture itself, such as the principle "Scripture alone is to interpret Scripture" and
1. On page 12, however, the document states that "racist
the principle that "since the New Testament is the culmfnating revelathinking often diminishes or even rejects altogether the role
tion of God, it is decisive in determining the relation between the two
of culture in defining the differences between human
Testaments." (See "Statement on Scripture," 1958, part 4, ''The Intergroups." This is hardly consistent with a definition of racism
pretation of Scripture." Published in The Lutheran Witness, Feb. 24,
1959.)
that includes making judgments about people on the basis of
"cultural" groups.
Accordingly, it is not "the church" which "determines which laws
2. While one may discuss the specific definitions of the terms
are binding upon Christian people." Scripture alone determines this,
with Scripture interpreting Scripture and New Testament interpreting
"stereotype" and "generalization," the point made by
Old Testament. Moreover, the moral law, which is binding on all ChrisJacqueline Dickens is still clear. It should be noted that,
tians of all times, is found throughout Scripture: in the New Testament
while footnote 26 in the CTCR document does attempt to
(e.g., Matthew 5-7), in the Old Testament (e.g., the Ten Commandaddress the point made here, doing so in terms of the
ments), and even in the Levitical code (e.g., Lev. 18:20, which forbids
distinction between "stereotype" and "prejudice" (with
adultery and Lev. I9:3-4, which forbids idolatry and disobedience to
"stereotype" being used here to mean what "generalization"
parents).
does in the discussion above), such a discussion and
Scripture itself, especially the New Testament, determines which of
distinction does not in any way inform the argumentation of
the levitical laws belong to the moral law. It is clear from the New Testhe document. Indeed, the second-last sentence of footnote 26
tament (see Rom. 1:24-27; I Cor. 6:9-10; I Tim. 1:9-10) that the Old
Testament prohibitions against homosexuality (Lev. 18:22, 24; 20:13)
rejects any possibility of neutral generalization, and the
belong not merely to the civil or ceremonial laws but to the moral law..
majority of the commission voted to allow the two to be
We note that New Testament passages are listed together with Old Tesequated in the body of the text (p. 16).
tament passages in I973 Res. 2-04 and 1992 Res. 3-12A.
3. Stephen Neill, A History of Christian Missions
With regard to the second part of the question, the Lutheran Con(Harmondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1964), pp. 283-84 and
. fessions speak of three uses of the law. "The law has been given to men
Kenneth S, Latourette, A History of Christian Missions in
for three reasons: (I) to maintain external discipline against unruly and
China (New York: Macmillan, 1932), pp. 262-63. For
disobedient men, (2) to lead men to a knowledge of their sin, (3) after
specifically Lutheran involvement in this controversy, ~ee ·
they are reborn, and although the flesh still inheres in.them, to give them
George Lillegard, A History of the Term Quest,on ·
on that account a definite rule according to which they should pattern
and regulate their entire life" (FC Ep VI; cf. FC SD VI).
Controversy in Our China Mission and the Chief Documents
Lutherans have traditionally referred to the use of the law "which
in the Case (privately printed, 1930):
.
convicts of sin" as the second (not the first) use of the law. The law al4. In this connection, it is interestrng to note that social
ways accuses (lex semper accusal), but the law does not only accuse.
distinctions based upon birth may not'be as arbitrary as they
"Specific
biblical laws or statutes" belonging to the moral law-inwould seem. Walter Toman, Family Constellation: Its f!J!ect
cluding the biblical prohibitions against homosexual liehavior-also
on Personality and Social Behavior (New York: Spnnger
serve as "a definite rule" or guide for "the faith, life, and discipline of
Publishing; 1969) shows that birth or~er .is extremely
members of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod," "according to
significant in the development ofa _child 1.n almost all
which they should pattern and regulate their entire life."
respects, and certain traits can be associate? with prstb?ms,
Question 2: A number of authorities within the churches
for example, which are not generally associated with middle
have advocated a distinction between the same-gender disposichildren or the "babies" of a family.
tion and same-gender sexual "acts," "behavior," or relation5. August R. Sueltlow, "Walther the A~erican" in Arthur H.
ships. Documents of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod,
the Lutheran Church of Australia, and others appear to esDrevlow, C. F. W. Walther: The American Luther (Mankato,
pouse this distinction. A clear understanding of this distinction
MN: Walther Press, 1987), pp. 24-25.
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